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Abstract

We examine the distortionary effects of agricultural policy on farm

productivity by examining the response of U.S. tobacco farmers pro-

ductivity to the quota buyout of 2004. We isolate the impact of dis-

tortionary policy, i.e., the tobacco quota, by decomposing aggregate

productivity growth into the contribution of farm-level productivity

growth and the contribution of reallocation of resources among to-

bacco growers. Reallocation of resources includes entry into and exit

from tobacco farming, as well as growth or decline of the resources

allocated to existing tobacco farms. We find that aggregate produc-

tivity of Kentucky tobacco farms grew 37% between 2002 and 2007.

Reallocation of resources among continuing tobacco farms contributed

22 percentage points to productivity growth. Reallocation through en-

try and exit contributed 10 percentage points, and the elimination of

quota rental costs directly contributed 5 percentage points.

JEL codes: E32, L6, O47

Key words: Tobacco; Quotas; Aggregate Productivity Growth; Re-

allocation.
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1 Introduction

The Tobacco Transition Act of 2004 was a “black swan” in the modern his-

tory of U.S. farm policy: the Act ended a 66-year-old federal farm program

and replaced it with...nothing. The Transition Act, also known as the to-

bacco quota buyout, was a rapid and complete market liberalization: from

one growing season to the next, U.S. tobacco production went from a policy

environment of severe restrictions on production to a free market regime.

Such a large and seemingly permanent policy change provides a rare op-

portunity to study the full effects of distortionary economic policy. In this

paper we seize this opportunity by analyzing the effects of the buyout on

aggregate productivity growth in tobacco production. We focus on a single

major tobacco-producing state: Kentucky.

Under the federal tobacco program, the USDA annually set an aggregate

limit on virtually all domestic tobacco production and supported the prices

received by U.S. tobacco growers. In addition, in most states, tobacco quota

could not be sold or leased across county lines. These and other restrictions

of the quota program severely limited growers’ ability to efficiently allocate

land and other resources for tobacco production. The quotas were a source

of economic rents for quota owners, but they were also a major expense for

growers, many of whom had to lease some if not all of their quota. Economic

theory predicts that removing the restrictions imposed by the quota program

frees farmers to allocate resources to tobacco production more efficiently. To

what extent has reallocation occurred? To what extent did reallocation of

resources contribute to productivity growth in tobacco production after the

buyout?

Previous research has examined different aspects of the quota buyout.

Brown, Rucker, and Thurman (2007) used county-level data and simulations

to predict the effects of the quota buyouts on production and welfare under

various assumptions. They declined to make a normative statement about

the welfare effects of the buyout, but they predicted that in the medium run

tobacco production would increase. In fact, domestic tobacco production

declined after the buyout and has yet to fully recover to pre-buyout levels.
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Using the farm-level Agricultural Resource Management Survey (ARMS),

Dohlman, Foreman, and Da Pra (2009) find that after the 2004 buyout,

many farms exited tobacco production, and, on average, the remaining farms

consolidated and grew. The use of marketing contracts–unusual before 2001–

increased substantially. Production became more concentrated in North

Carolina and Kentucky, and by 2008, yields had increased slightly compared

to 2004. Tobacco prices and acreage fell, but export demand grew.

In this paper we focus on the total factor productivity of tobacco growers

before and after the buyout at both the aggregate and farm levels. We

use data from the 1997, 2002, and 2007 Censuses of Agriculture, linked

longitudinally at the farm level and supplemented with farm-level data from

the ARMS. In contrast to previous research, the panel we construct allows us

to decompose the effects of the buyout into the contributions of continuing

farms and the contributions of entry into and exit from tobacco production.

We find that the aggregate productivity of Kentucky tobacco farms de-

creased by 38% between 1997 and 2002, but grew by 37% between 2002

and 2007. Between 1997 and 2002, technical efficiency growth of continuing

tobacco farms contributed almost nothing to aggregate productivity growth

(APG), while reallocation of resources across continuing tobacco farms con-

tributed -25 percentage points, and net entry contributed -13 percentage

points. Between 2002 and 2007, technical efficiency growth continued to

contribute almost nothing. However, reallocation among continuers con-

tributed 22 percentage points, net entry contributed 10, and the direct effect

of the elimination of quota rental costs contributed 5 percentage points to

APG.

Our finding that resource reallocation makes a large contribution to ag-

gregate productivity growth is in contrast to, but not necessarily incon-

sistent with, previous research on aggregate productivity growth in U.S.

agriculture. Using aggregate state-level data Ball, Gollop, Kelly-Hawke,

and Swinand (1999) finds that resource reallocation across states had little

effect on aggregate productivity growth in agriculture. To the extent that

resource reallocation is occuring within states more than across states, our

results highlight the importance of using highly disaggregated data to study
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the sources of aggregate productivity growth.

Our results on reallocation also emphasize the importance of allowing for

adjustment costs, imperfect competition, quotas, taxes, subsidies, or other

distortions when measuring aggregate productivity growth. Hulten (1978)

shows that in a perfectly competitive economy with no distortions, aggregate

productivity growth is equal to the weighted sum of enterprise-level tech-

nical efficiency growth rates, i.e., aggregate technical efficiency growth. As

emphasized by Petrin and Levinsohn (2008, P-L hereafter), in this type of

economy, further reallocation of resources does not contribute to aggregate

productivity growth. However, both P-L and Basu and Fernald (2003) point

out that when there are adjustment costs or markups over marginal cost or

other distortions (such as taxes, subsidies or quotas), (i) aggregate produc-

tivity growth is generally not equal to aggregate technical efficiency growth

and (ii) reallocation of resources can contribute to aggregate productivity

growth. To the extent that U.S. agricultural production (or any other sector

of the economy) can be characterized as a sector in which subsidies, quotas

and other distortions are important, our results have important implications

for measuring aggregate productivity growth in this sector.

Although our results are generally consistent with economic theory, we

interpret our results on entry and exit with some caution. We have the best

farm-level longitudinal links currently available to researchers. However, we

find a surprising amount of entry into tobacco farming during a period in

which the market share of U.S. tobacco growers was in decline. Further

research on the entry and exit of tobacco farms (and farm entry and exit

more generally) is needed.

2 The U.S. Tobacco Quota Program and the Quota

Buyout

Under the federal tobacco program, growers had to own or lease marketing

quota in order to sell tobacco. Allocated by the federal government when

the program started in 1938, quota was an asset with its own market, but it

was not completely freely tradable. The program applied to the two major
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types of tobacco, burley and flue-cured. In this paper we focus on Kentucky,

where the vast majority of the value of tobacco production is burley. So here

we discuss the burley program, although many of the rules were similar for

flue-cured tobacco. Womach (2003) provides an overview of the program for

both burley and flue-cured tobacco.

Starting in 1991, burley growers could buy or lease quota separately from

the land on which the tobacco was grown. However, except in Tennessee,

burley quota could not be sold or leased across county lines. Because of

increasing foreign competition and decreasing domestic demand, U.S. to-

bacco production declined steeply between 1997 and 2002, and the number

of tobacco farms decreased from 93,000 in 1997 to 57,000 in 2002. Kentucky

followed the national trend, with the number of farms with tobacco sales

decreasing from 46,792 in 1997 to 29,253 in 2002.1 Quota could only be sold

or leased to active growers. However, it could be inherited, and it could be

retained by inactive growers. In the final years of the program, most quota

was not owned by active growers (Womach (2004)). Quota had to be used

by the owner or leased to another grower in 2 out of 3 years or be forfeited.

Thus the quota program placed both geographic and temporal restrictions

on the allocation of land and other resources to tobacco production.

The design of the quota buyout also probably affected production deci-

sions. Quota owners received $7 per pound of quota. Importantly, growers

who produced tobacco between 2002 and 2004 received an additional $3 per

pound of quota–the so-called “grower benefit.” Various proposed versions

of the quota buyout were discussed in policy circles and tobacco communi-

ties years in advance of the Transition Act. In light of these facts, it seems

likely that some quota owners continued or even entered tobacco production

instead of renting out their quota in 2002 so that they could capture the

grower benefit. Our empirical results are consistent with this hypothesis.

1See the NASS Quickstats website: http://quickstats.nass.usda.gov.
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3 A Brief Review of the Theory of Aggregate Pro-

ductivity Growth

There are large theoretical and empirical literatures devoted to measuring

aggregate productivity growth. Petrin, White, and Reiter (2009) provides

an overview of those literatures, and we will not repeat it here. Petrin and

Levinsohn (2008, P-L hereafter) shows how to aggregate changes in firm-

level technical efficiency and changes in resource allocations across firms

to changes in aggregate final demand. P-L also shows how to decompose

aggregate productivity growth into the separate contributions of firm-level

technical efficiency growth and the reallocation of each factor of production

across firms. We apply the P-L methodology and adapt it to the environment

of U.S. tobacco production before and after the quota buyouts. In particular,

we add a term to the P-L decomposition which measures the direct effect of

the elimination of quota rental costs on aggregate productivity growth.

We follow the discussion of the theory in P-L and Petrin, White, and

Reiter (2009), except that here we focus on a single industry. For the purpose

of explaining the theory, we assume that all tobacco farms only produce

tobacco.2 Each farm i’s production technology can be represented as

Qi = F (Xi,Mi, ωi). (1)

where Xi = (Xi1, . . . , XiK) is a vector of primary input usage (land, labor,

buildings and machinery) on farm i and Mi = (Mi1, . . . ,MiJ) is the vector

of intermediate inputs. Finally, ωi is the level of farm i’s technical efficiency.

Pi is the price of farm i’s output. The sum
∑

i PidQi is the instantaneous

change in industry aggregate output. In the context of a single industry,

assuming market clearing, the change in industry output equals the change

in industry aggregate demand.3

2In the data most tobacco farms also produce other crops. We discuss how we deal

with this issue in section 6 below.
3If we were aggregating across more than one industry, then in order to compute

aggregate productivity, we would compute the change in final demand. In this case we

would subtract from Qi any of farm i’s output that was used as intermediate input in
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P-L defines instantaneous aggregate productivity change as the change

in aggregate demand holding prices constant and subtracting the change in

aggregate costs. If we focus on a single industry (and ignore this industry’s

effects on the productivity of industries that use its output as an interme-

diate input), we can write this industry’s aggregate productivity change as:

APLEV EL ≡
∑
i

PidQi −
∑
i

∑
k

WikdXik −
∑
i

∑
j

PijdMij −
∑
i

RiqdQi,

(2)

where Wik is the marginal cost of the kth primary input, dXik is the instan-

taneous change in the use of that primary input at farm i. Pij is the price

paid by farm i for intermediate input j, and dMij is the change in the use of

intermediate input j on farm i. The last term on the right side of equation

(2) captures the direct cost of renting quota, where Riq is the rental rate of

quota for farm i. For farms that own quota for all of the tobacco that they

sell, Riq captures the opportunity cost at the margin of not renting out their

quota. If we divide equation (2) by the initial aggregate value-added of the

industry, we get the following equation for aggregate productivity growth

(APG):

APG =
∑
i

DidlnQi−
∑
k

∑
i

DicikdlnXik−
∑
i

∑
j

DicijdlnMij

∑
i

DiciqdQi,

(3)

where Di = PiQi∑N
i=1 PiYi

is the Domar (1961) weight,

cik =
WikXik

PiQi
(4)

is the revenue share of primary input k,

cik =
PijMij

PiQi
(5)

other industries (e.g., tobacco used in cigarette production). See Petrin, White, and

Reiter (2009) for further discussion.
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is the revenue share of intermediate input j, and

ciq =
RiqQi

PiQi
(6)

is the revenue share of quota rental costs. The Domar weight takes into

account the fact that some of farm i’s output will contribute to aggregate

productivity growth because it will be used as intermediate input in other

industries (e.g., higher quality tobacco may make cigarette manufacturers

more productive). So, for example, if we multiply our APG estimates for

tobacco by the share of tobacco valued-added in aggregate value-added for

an entire economy, the result with tell us how much productivity growth in

tobacco contributes to aggregate productivity growth for the entire economy.

P-L shows that if the production function F is differentiable, then ag-

gregate productivity growth in equation (3) can be decomposed as:

APG =
∑

iDi
∑

k(εik − cik)dlnXik +
∑

iDi
∑

j(εij − cij)dlnMij

−
∑

iDiciqdlnQi +
∑

iDidlnωi,
(7)

where Di is the Domar weight, εik and εij are the elasticities of output with

respect to primary and intermediate inputs, cik = WikXik
PiQi

and cij =
PjMij

PiQi

are the respective farm-specific revenue shares for primary and intermediate

inputs, and dlnωi is the growth rate of farm i’s technical efficiency, defined

as:

dlnωi = dlnQi − (
∑
k

εikdlnXik +
∑
j

εijdlnMij), (8)

Equation (7) shows that if every farm’s output elasticity for every input

is equal to its revenue share for those inputs, then reallocation of inputs does

not contribute to aggregate productivity growth. In this case, in the absence

of quota rental costs, aggregate productivity growth is just the weighted sum

of the farm-level technical efficiency growth rates from equation (8). How-

ever, if there are gaps between these output elasticities and revenue shares,

perhaps because of quota programs that restrict the reallocation of land

and other resources, then reallocation can increase aggregate productivity
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growth. The first two terms on the right side of equation (7) measure the

effect of this reallocation on aggregate productivity growth.

Next we describe our data and our sample.

4 Brief Overview of the Data and Sample Selec-

tion

We use the confidential farm-level Censuses of Agriculture for 1997, 2002,

and 2007 matched at the farm level to the 2008 Agricultural Resource Man-

agement Survey (ARMS). We also use Will Snell’s county-level estimates of

burley tobacco quota rental rates in Kentucky, ERS price indexes for farm

inputs, capital rental rates for farm machinery from the Bureau of Labor

Statistics (BLS), and weather data from the National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration (NOAA). In the Ag Censuses, we observe individual

farms, and we use a numeric farm-level identifier to link these farms lon-

gitudinally across censuses. For each farm, in each census year we observe

tobacco revenue and pounds and acres of tobacco harvested. On the input

side, we observe farm-level total expenditures on chemicals, fertilizer, utili-

ties, fuel, contract labor, hired labor, seeds/transplants, machinery, and the

total value of land and buildings. We also use data from the 2008 ARMS to

impute allocations of inputs to tobacco production. We discuss this impu-

tation and other aspects of our measures in detail in section 6 below.

From the set of farms in the 1997, 2002, and 2007 Ag Census data, we

select farms that have both positive acres and positive quantities of tobacco

harvested in a given Ag Census year. We further restrict the sample to

farms that received the Ag Census long-form questionnaire, since only the

long form asks about production costs. We estimate aggregate productivity

growth of tobacco industry from 1997 to 2002 and from 2002 to 2007. For

each time period, we classify farms into three categories: entrants, exits, and

continuers. For example, farms which are in the data in 1997 but disappear

from the sample (or change numerical identifiers) or don’t produce tobacco

in 2002 are considered exits for this period; tobacco farms which are in

our sample in 2002 but not in 1997 are entrants; and those with positive
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tobacco production in both 1997 and 2002 are continuers. Because the long-

form sample is randomly chosen within each Census year, we cannot count

as continuers farms that received the long form in only one of two Census

years. We thus represent the population of continuing tobacco farms by

using the product of the Census sampling weights in 1997 and 2002. To

represent the population of farms that exited tobacco production between

1997 and 2002 we weight exits by their 1997 long form sampling weight; and

to represent the population of entrants in 2002, we weight them by their

2002 long-form sampling weight. Using these weights, we have a weighted

count of 48,271 tobacco farms in Kentucky in 1997. A weighted count of

27,023 of these farms exited between 1997 and 2002 and 8,267 farms entered

between 1997 and 2002. 21,719 farms exited tobacco production between

2002 and 2007, 5,854 continued to 2007, and 2,798 entered between 2002

and 2007.

5 Discrete Time Approximation

The Petrin and Levinsohn (2008) theory is developed in continuous time.

Our data data are collected at 5-year intervals. We use Tornqvist-Divisia in-

dexes to approximate the growth rates described by the theory. For the 1997

to 2002 period (when the quota program was in operation), we approximate

aggregate productivity growth, equation (3), by the following:

ÂPGt =
∑

i∈C(Dit(1 − ciqt)∆lnQit −
∑

k sikt∆lnXikt −
∑

j sijt∆lnMijt)

+
∑

i∈eN (Dit(1 − ciqt) −
∑

k sikt −
∑

j sijt)

−
∑

i∈eX(Di,t−5(1 − ciq,t−5) −
∑

k sik,t−5 −
∑

j sij,t−5)

(9)

where Dit =
Dit+Di,t−5

2 is the average of farm i’s Domar weights in 1997

and 2002, sikt =
sikt+sik,t−5

2 is the average of farm’s i’s expenditures for the

kth primary input as a share of industry aggregate value-added, and sijt

is the analogous measure for intermediate inputs. ∆ is the first difference

operator, i.e., ∆lnQit = lnQit − lnQi,t−5 is the difference between the log

of farm i’s tobacco output 2002 and the log in 1997. Xikt and Mijt are our
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measures of farm-level primary and intermediate inputs. In the summation

terms, C denotes the set of continuing tobacco farms. The set of entering

tobacco farms are denoted by eN , and the set of exiters are denoted by eX.

Thus the first row on the right side of equation (9) approximates the APG

contribution of continuing farms, and the sum of the second and third rows

approximates the total contribution of entry and exit.

Starting in 2005, tobacco farmers no longer needed to rent quota to

sell tobacco. Thus one major cost of production was eliminated. Taking

this into account, for the 2002 to 2007 period, we approximate aggregate

productivity growth by:

ÂPGt =
∑

i∈C(Dit∆lnQit −
∑

k sikt∆lnXikt −
∑

j sijt∆lnMijt)

+
∑

i∈eN (Dit −
∑

k sikt −
∑

j sijt)

−
∑

i∈eX(Di,t−5 −
∑

k sik,t−5 −
∑

j sij,t−5)

+
∑

All i siq,t−5,

(10)

where siqt =
RiqtQit∑N
i=1 PitYit

is the share of farm i’s quota rental costs in the in-

dustry’s aggregate value-added in year t. Note that this last term is summed

across all Kentucky tobacco farms in 2002. The sum approximates the di-

rect contribution to APG between 2002 and 2007 from eliminating quota

rental costs.

Under the quota program (1997 to 2002 in our data), the decomposition

of APG into reallocation and technical efficiency growth can be approxi-

mated by:

ÂPGt =
∑

i∈C(Dit
∑

k(εik − cikt)∆lnXikt +Dit
∑

j(εij − cijt)∆lnMijt

−siqt∆lnQit +Dit∆lnωit)

+
∑

i∈eN (Dit −
∑

k sikt −
∑

j sijt − siqt)

−
∑

i∈eX(Di,t−5 −
∑

k sik,t−5 −
∑

j sij,t−5 − siq,t−5)

(11)

The first row on the right side of equation (11) approximates the APG con-

tributions of reallocation of primary and intermediate inputs among con-

tinuing tobacco farms. We estimate Cobb-Douglas production functions in
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logs and use the parameter estimates for the output elasticities εik and εij .

Note that we estimate production functions separately for each year, but

we assume that all tobacco farms in Kentucky in a given year use the same

production technology. We calculate revenue shares, cikt and cijt, for each

farm in each year. The second row give the approximate contributions of

reallocation of quota and technical efficiency growth, both among continuing

farms. To measure the growth rate of farm-level technical efficiency, we take

the first difference of the residuals from our production function estimation.

We discuss estimation of the production function in the next section. The

final three rows approximate the total contribution of entry and exit. Note

that we cannot decompose the contribution of entrants and exits into real-

location versus technical efficiency growth. One way to interpret this fact is

that entry and exit are a form of reallocation.

After the quota buyout, the quota rental cost terms in the second and

third lines of equation equation (11) disappear. For the 2002-2007 our APG

decomposition becomes

ÂPGt =
∑

i∈C(Dit
∑

k(εik − cikt)∆lnXikt +Dit
∑

j(εij − cijt)∆lnMijt

+Dit∆lnωit)

+
∑

i∈eN (Dit −
∑

i∈eN
∑

k sikt −
∑

j sijt)

−
∑

i∈eX(Di,t−5 −
∑

k sik,t−5 −
∑

j sij,t−5)

+
∑

All i siq,t−5

(12)

6 Measurement and Estimation

For the aggregate productivity growth estimates and their decompositions,

we need two types of measures: (i) farm-level tobacco revenues and expendi-

tures and (ii) farm-level real tobacco output and real inputs. For real inputs,

we use measures of three primary inputs (land, machinery and equipment,

and the sum of contract and hired labor) and five intermediate inputs (fer-

tilizer, chemicals, seeds/transplants, fuel, and utilities). We explain each

measure below.

Our measure of tobacco revenue, PitQit–the numerator in the Domar
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weight in equations (9), (11) and (12)–is the value of tobacco sales on farm

i in year t. When aggregating productivity across farms, we want to take

account of differences in the quality of the farms’ output. Thus, in one way,

the value of tobacco sales is an ideal measure for our purposes, because the

price presumably captures any between-farm differences in tobacco quality.4

On the other hand, it is possible that some tobacco sold in year t was

produced in a previous year, adding measurement error to our Domar weight.

This is unlikely to be a problem during the years of the tobacco quota

program, because tobacco not sold at auction was purchased at the support

price by the Commodity Credit Corporation. We are investigating the extent

to which this is an important measurement issue in the post-buyout years.

Our measure of the farm-level quantity of tobacco output Qit, is pounds

of tobacco harvested in year t. Unfortunately, we do not have direct mea-

sures of the quality of tobacco harvested. Thus any changes in the quality

of tobacco harvested will not be captured in our measure of the growth of

farm-level output, ∆lnQit, and will show up in the growth rate of farm-level

technical efficiency, ∆lnωit.

Our measure of land is acres of tobacco harvested. Ideally, we would

like to know the number of acres planted and the quality of the land, but

these are not available in the Ag Census. To the extent that acres planted

are different from acres harvested, this introduces measurement error. We

discuss the issue of land quality in the results section below. To obtain

a measure of the farm-level cost of land used in tobacco production, we

multiply the farm’s acres of tobacco harvested by the farm-specific rental

rate for land, which we also observe in the Ag Census. If the farm does

not rent any land, then we multiply the acres of tobacco harvested by the

average rental rate for all tobacco farms in the county.

For other inputs, in the Ag Censuses we observe farm-level total ex-

penditures for each input, not tobacco-specific allocations of these inputs.

4Differences in prices received by tobacco farmers could also reflect different types of

tobacco sold. However, differences in types of tobacco are unlikely to be a big factor in

our sample. Although other types of tobacco are produced in Kentucky, the vast majority

of the value of production comes from burley tobacco.
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Most tobacco farms also produce other crops. Since our focus is on tobacco-

specific productivity growth, except for land we need to impute the allo-

cation of these inputs to tobacco production. Fortunately the 2008 ARMS

includes a tobacco-specific questionnaire which asks for total farm-level ex-

penses for labor and intermediate inputs.5 For each of these expenses it also

asks “How much of this expense was for the tobacco enterprise?” We use

the tobacco-specific expenses in the ARMS data and the total farm-level

expenses in the Ag Censuses to impute for the missing tobacco-specific ex-

penses for all farms in the Ag Census years. For example, in the Ag Census,

we have a measure of the total farm-level production expenses paid for hired

farm labor. In 2008 the ARMS tobacco questionnaire asks how much of the

farm operation’s total wage expenses for hired farm labor was for the to-

bacco enterprise. We use a farm-level numeric identifier to match tobacco

farms in the 2008 ARMS survey to tobacco farms in the 2007 Ag Census.

Then we run the following regression:

HIREDTOBSHi = β1TOTHIREDEXPit + γZi + µi, (13)

where HIREDTOBSHi is farm i’s tobacco-specific hired farm labor ex-

penses as a share of the farm’s total hired labor expenses in the 2008 ARMS,

TOTHIREDEXPit is the same farm’s total hired labor expenses from the

2007 Ag Census, Zi is a vector of other farm-level variables from the 2007 Ag

Census, γ is vector of parameters, and µi is an error term. Zi includes total

sales of agricultural products, total farmland size, total production costs,

the number of operators of the farm, pounds of tobacco harvested, acres

of all crops harvested, sales shares of tobacco products, livestock products,

and hay products, and harvested acreage shares of tobacco, alfalfa, hay,

corn, and soybeans. We estimate the parameter β1 and the parameter vec-

tor γ on the set of tobacco farms in the 2007 Ag Census that match to the

5 The ARMS is a large annual survey, and tobacco farms appear in every ARMS.

Commodity-specific versions of the ARMS include larger samples, sampling weights de-

signed to reflect production of that commodity, and detailed questions about the com-

modity enterprise. Prior to 2008, the most recent tobacco-specific ARMS version was

conducted in 1996 and was specific to flue-cured tobacco.
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tobacco-specific sample in the 2008 ARMS. Using the regression coefficient

estimates from this model and the set of right-hand-side variables from the

Ag Censuses, we predict the tobacco-specific hired labor expenses for each

tobacco farm in the 1997, 2002, and 2007 Ag Censuses. Finally, we multiply

this share by the observed total hired labor expenditures for that farm in

that year to impute tobacco-specific hired labor expenses for each farm. We

follow the same procedure for our other variable expense measures in the

Ag Census: contract labor, fertilizer purchased, chemicals purchased, fuel,

utilities, and seeds or transplants purchased.

For each type of input, we need two types of variables: nominal expen-

ditures, which are needed for the APG calculations in equation (9), and

quantities, which are needed in both equation (9) and equation (16). Ex-

cept for land, we have to substitute real expenses for quantities. The lack of

availability of price indexes also dictates that we combine some real expen-

diture variables. To be consistent, we combine the corresponding nominal

expenditures as well.

We combine our imputed tobacco-specific contract and hired labor ex-

penditure variables into one labor expenditures variable. To compute real

labor input, we deflate tobacco-specific labor expenditures by the region-

specific farm labor wage rate available from the USDA’s National Agricul-

tural Statistics Service (NASS).

For real agricultural chemicals and seeds/transplants, we deflate (im-

puted) nominal tobacco-specific expenditures by state-specific price indexes

for these inputs.6 For real fuel and utilities expenditures, we deflate the

imputed nominal tobacco-specific expenditures by the state-specific price

indexes for gas and electricity, also available from NASS.7

6The price indexes, used to construct the USDA state-level productivity accounts, were

provided by Eldon Ball and Sun Ling Wang of USDA’s Economic Research Service. For

more information about the construction of these price indexes and the USDA productivity

accounts, see http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/AgProductivity/.
7We obtained per gallon prices paid for gasoline, diesel, and LP gas from NASS’s

Agricultural Prices Survey, conducted annually in April in each NASS-defined farm pro-

duction region (see http://www.nass.usda.gov). The price of fuel is then computed as

the average of these three prices. For electricity, we extracted annual average retail
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For fertilizer, we gathered region-specific prices paid by farmers from

NASS’s Agricultural Prices Survey. Since per-ton prices for burley tobacco

fertilizers were similar except for lime, we aggregated the per-acre applica-

tion amounts for all non-lime fertilizers recommended in the 2008 University

of Kentucky Burley Tobacco Per Acre Costs and Returns Budget. Then us-

ing NASS survey prices for each type of fertilizer, we computed the average

of fertilizer price for Kentucky burley weighted by the per-acre quantities of

each type of fertilizer.

Our final measured input to production is farm machinery and equip-

ment. To compute the real input, we divide the total value of farm machinery

and equipment (observed in the Ag Census) by the state-specific price index

for farm machinery and equipment from the USDA productivity accounts.

To compute the cost of this type of capital, we multiply the farm-level real

value by the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ annual rental rates for farm tractors

and for agricultural machinery (excluding tractors) for NAICS industries

111 and 112 (crop and animal production). Unfortunately, since the 2008

ARMS tobacco-specific questionnaire does not ask about tobacco-specific

capital expenditures, we cannot use the ARMS data to allocate farm-level

expenditures on machinery and equipment to tobacco production. We also

do not have an estimate of utilization of these types of capital. To the ex-

tent that larger farms can make more use of their equipment without having

to buy more equipment than smaller farms, our estimates of the returns to

scale will be biased. However, our results indicate that the input with far

and away the largest output elasticity is land, a capital type for which we

do have a tobacco-specific measure.

Although quota is not an input to production, leasing quota (or the

opportunity cost of not leasing it out) is a cost of production. To measure

farm-level quota rental costs, we multiply the farm’s pounds of tobacco

harvested by Will Snell’s estimates of the county- and year-specific quota

rental rates for burley tobacco in Kentucky.

prices from the EIA-826 Database’s Monthly Electric Utility Sales and Revenues Data

(see http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/page/eia826.html).
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6.1 Sample Weights

Because we use the long-form sample in the Ag Census to estimate aggregate

changes in the population of tobacco farms, we multiply the Domar weight

by the interacted sampling weights for the two Census years. The modified

Domar weights for tobacco farms that continue from year t-5 to year t are

are given by

D̂i,t−5 =
wi,twi,t−5Pi,t−5Qi,t−5∑N
i=1 wi,t−5witPi,t−5Yi,t−5

, (14)

and

D̂it =
wi,t−5witPitQit∑N
i=1 wi,t−5witPitYit

, (15)

where wi,t−5 and wit represent the Census sampling weights in year t-5 and

t, respectively. For entering or exiting farms the Domar weight is multiplied

by the farm’s long-form sampling weight in the year in which it enters or

exits.

7 Estimation

We assume Kentucky tobacco farms’ technology can be approximated by

a Cobb-Douglas production function. We estimate log specifications of the

production function separately for each year of our data. As a robust-

ness check, we compare results across several different production function

estimators, including Ordinary Least Squares, OLS with county fixed ef-

fects, the Levinsohn and Petrin (2003, LP hereafter) proxy method, and

the Wooldridge (2009) modification of the LP estimator. In order to take

account of differences in weather that might affect productivity, we also es-

timated specifications in which we included sub-state region-level measures

of rainfall and degree-days. Although the production function parameter

estimates differed somewhat across estimators and specifications, the main

results are all robust to these differences.
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Given a set of production function parameter estimates, our estimate of

farm-level log technical efficiency is

lnω̂it = lnQit − (
∑

k εktlnXik +
∑

j εjtlnMij). (16)

where ε̂kt and ε̂jt are the estimated elasticities of tobacco output with respect

to, respectively, primary input k and intermediate input j.

8 Results

Table 1 shows our estimates of APG and its decomposition for Kentucky to-

bacco farms. The first row shows the decomposition for 1997 to 2002 using

equations (9) and (11). We find that the aggregate productivity of Kentucky

tobacco farms decreased by 38% between 1997 and 2002. Almost all of this

decrease was due to reallocation of one sort or another. Column 2 shows the

total contribution of reallocation of primary and intermediate inputs and

quota among continuing farms. We find that this reallocation contributed

-25 percentage points to the decline in aggregate productivity. Aggregate

technical efficiency growth of continuing farms contributed almost nothing

to the decline in aggregate productivity. When we use OLS to estimate

the farm-level production functions, we find that technical efficiency growth

contributed -1 percentage point to the decline. When we use other estima-

tors, the contribution of technical efficiency growth is sometimes negative

and sometimes positive, but always close to zero. Column 4 shows the con-

tribution of farms entering and exiting tobacco production. From 1997 to

2002 we find that net entry contributed -13 percentage points to aggregate

productivity growth.

The second row of table 1 shows APG and its decomposition for 2002

to 2007 using equations (10) and (12). In stark contrast to the earlier pe-

riod, we find that the aggregate productivity of Kentucky tobacco farms

grew by 37% between 2002 and 2007. As expected, after the quota buyout,

reallocation among continuing tobacco farms contributed positively, adding

22 percentage points to aggregate productivity growth in Kentucy tobacco.
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As in the earlier period, the contribution of aggregate technical efficiency

growth was negligible. In the post-buyout period, net entry contributed 10

percentage points to aggregate productivity growth as less productive farms

exited tobacco production. The final column of table 2 shows our estimate

of the direct APG contribution of eliminating the quota rental costs, the fi-

nal summation term in equation (12): we find that this added 5 percentage

points to aggregate productivity growth in Kentucky tobacco between 2002

and 2007. Since all tobacco farms faced the same policy change simulta-

neously, econometrically we cannot identify the effect of quota elimination

on net entry and reallocation of resources (other than quota). However, we

suspect that elimination of the quota program is responsible for much if not

all of the aggregate productivity growth of Kentucky tobacco production

over this period.

One may wonder why reallocation of resources had a negative effect on

APG between 1997 and 2002. We suspect that the answer may lie in the

quota buyout payments. As described above, the buyout payments created

an incentive for tobacco quota owners to continue or enter production in 2002

so that they could receive the “grower benefit” of $3 per pound of quota in

addition to the $7 per pound received by quota owners. At the margin, this

may have led otherwise unprofitable (and less productive) tobacco farms to

produce in 2002. Evidence on the exit rates of tobacco farmers is consistent

with this hypothesis. Dohlman, Foreman, and Da Pra (2009) find that the

number of tobacco farms declined by 51% from 2004 to 2005. Using the

Census of Agriculture, we find that the net entry rate for tobacco farms was

-39% between 1997 and 2002, but -69% between 2002 and 2007. Almost all

of the difference in net entry was due to an increase in the exit rate.

9 Conclusions

We study the impact of the U.S. tobacco quota program and the quota buy-

out on aggregate productivity growth of tobacco farms in Kentucky. We find

that aggregate productivity decreased in the years before the quota buyout

and increased by 37% between 2002 and 2007. Almost all of the increase in
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aggregate productivity is due to reallocation of resources among continuing

farms and through entry and exit. Our results highlight the importance

of using highly disaggregated longitudinal data and taking into account the

effect of distortionary economic policy when decomposing aggregate produc-

tivity growth.
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Table 1: Aggregate Productivity Growth, Reallocation, and Technical Efficiency

Kentucky Tobacco Farms, 1997-2007

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Technical Elimination

Aggregate Efficiency Entry of Quota

Productivity Reallocation, Growth, & Rental

Year Growth continuers continuers Exit Costs

1997-2002 -38% -25% -1% -13%

2002-2007 37% 22% -1% 10% 5%

Sources: 1997, 2002, and 2007 Census of Agriculture

and 2008 ARMS. See text for other data sources.
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